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MISSION  

Our mission is to provide community-based solidarity spaces where we: 

- give dignified shelter and support to people in need 

-promote integration by developing skills and knowledge, creating job         

opportunities and connecting with local society 

 

VISION 

Our vision is to inspire society and to expand our solidarity model which             

promotes  

equality, trust, respect for each other and for the environment, creativity,  

empowerment and active participation. 

 

We believe in an open society free of racism, fascism and discrimination.

 

 

 

LESVOS SOLIDARITY – PIKPA CAMP 

Lesvos Solidarity formally registered as an NGO in April 2016 but the story             

started back in 2012 when a group of volunteers and local NGOs started             

hosting refugees in the site of “PIKPA”, an abandoned summer camp for            

children in Mytilini belonging to the state. Since then Pikpa camp has            

continued to respond to the needs in the island. By now, over 30.000             

refugees have been hosted in Pikpa camp.  

Moreover, actions have extended beyond Pikpa camp’s gates, both for          

locals in need and for refugees. Distribution of food and non-food items is             

not only available for our residents but also goes to locals in need, and              

refugees living outside Pikpa camp.  

We are active on the shore to support boat landings. We continue to 

develop actions of solidarity and public awareness raising with and for 

refugees and locals.
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Life in Pikpa camp 

Our camp has developed into an independent, open refugee camp for           

the most vulnerable refugees in Lesvos. It is a community-based          

space, built on the principles of solidarity, empowerment and active          

participation. We are building a new way of being together, embedded           

in local society. Before everything else, we want to create an           

environment where people can find dignity, love, safety and respect.  

 

Our residents include people who suffer from serious medical         

conditions, victims of torture and violence, large families with children,          

pregnant women, newborns, LGBTQI, lone women and men, and         

victims of shipwrecks who lost loved ones at sea. 

The capacity of our camp is 100-120 people, though we have hosted            

hundreds more during times of emergency. The number of people staying in the camp changes all the time. Since the start                     

of the EU-Turkey deal in March 2016, refugees are trapped in the islands for longer periods of time. To respond to this                      

changing reality, we have extended our integration, education and vocational activities, including with the creation of our                 

Mosaik Support Centre in the centre of Mytilini (see below). 

 

At our camp we offer: shelter (including furniture, electrical goods and           

homeware), on site medical care, psychosocial and legal support,         

transportation, food items to cook meals independently or daily cooked          

meals for those who need it, seasonal clothes, onsite laundry service,           

cleaning and hygiene products and other NFIs.  

 

With the help of long-term volunteers we also run daily activities for children             

and adults including language support classes, sport activities and arts and           

crafts. 
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Current population in Pikpa Camp 

 

Hosting 102 (M: 67, F: 35) people, 97% of them are asylum seekers, and 3% are reunification.  

 

Top 4 nationalities: 32% are Syrian, 30% are Iraqi, 19% are from African countries, 11 % are Afghan, 3% are Iranians 

 

Age and Gender Disaggregation: (W:17, G: 18, B: 20, M: 47) 46% men, 17% women, 38% children (18% girls, 20% 

boys) 2 of them are newborns).  

 

Age groups: 20% of the residents are (0-5), 10% (6-10), 5% are (11-14), 3% are (15-17), 33% are (18-30), 25% 

(31-45), 2% are (46-60), and 2% are (+60).  

 

Currently we're hosting 16 families  

 

71% of our min capacity is covered 65% of our max capacity is covered 
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Medical Support 

The onsite medical team consists of a full-time senior nurse and a full- time junior nurse.                

We also have a volunteer doctor in the team who works in the local health care system and                  

who regularly visits the camp. All residents receive a medical screening upon arrival, daily              

follow-up and an adapted nutrition program. We provide children’s vaccinations in the            

camp and we support in accessing medical care from the local hospital and clinics. We               

cover the costs of medicines, medical tests, examinations and visits to clinics or the              

hospital, including transportation. 

 

Shelter 

We currently have 16 wooden houses (four of which were more recently constructed, in              

March 2017), 3 rooms in our main building, 6 emergency shelters and 5 Domo tents. It is                 

our dream to be able to replace all emergency shelters and Domo tents by wooden houses                

in the future. A team of volunteers, residents and staff work daily to ensure all shelters are                 

fully equipped and prepared for the season.  

 

Food and clothes 

To give back a feeling of dignity, control and family life, residents cook food in their                

shelters or in the camp’s communal kitchen. We distribute 25-30 food baskets three             

times a week and 300 to 360 a month. We aim to have locally produced goods,                

using olive oil and dairy products from local cooperatives and vegetables grown by             

the island’s farmers. For residents who cannot cook for themselves, for our            

volunteers and team a cooked lunch is available, prepared by residents, volunteers            

and staff (40 to 50 meals per day and 960 to 1200 per month). Residents take turns                 

in making bread in the kitchen, which is then freshly distributed (100 to 150 pieces               

of bread are made daily and 2400 to 3600 per month).  

 
If residents are in need of clothes, residents can visit our “Pikpa boutique”, run by               

volunteers. We also distribute hygienic and cleaning items on a weekly basis. We             

often need funds in order to ensure medical centre, shelters kitchen, food and             

clothes distribution spaces are fully stocked for the season. 
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School and educational activities: 

We are proud that our children at camp were the first refugee children in Lesvos to                

get access to Greek schools, back in 2013. For the children below school age, or who                

are not able to go to school, we run a daily educational programme on camp, based                

on the principles of “learn by play”.  

Since the summer of 2017 we also collaborate with Mikros Dounias, a joint venture              

with educators in Lesvos, which offers preschool activities to refugee children and            

local children, inside our camp. Mikros Dounias is built on the values of equality and               

integration, respect, freedom of choice, care for the natural environment and           

solidarity.  

For adults we run language support classes, taught by volunteers and residents, and             

also host a variety of workshops. Residents also have access to the classes at our               

Mosaik Support Centre. 

 

Legal and Psychosocial Support 

We are not part of the official registration process, which falls under the responsibility              

of the state. However, our reception and transportation service support all our            

residents during their registration process and during their asylum procedure. We           

collaborate with one lawyer who supports a limited number of our residents and people who participate in activities at                   

Mosaik. We currently have limited funds to cover the costs of a certain number of court cases and legal actions. 

We host the Lesvos Legal Centre at our Mosaik Support Centre which offers free legal aid.  

We have a full-time, onsite psychologist, and offsite specialists in trauma, mental health issues, torture, trafficking and                 

Sexual and Gender Based Violence (SGBV) cases.  

 

To try and ease the trauma residents might carry, we also offer soft intervention psychosocial support by developing daily                   

routine, giving purpose and distraction as well as offering opportunities to integrate into camp life and broader Greek society.  
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Activities (like football, our onsite gym, bread making, carpentry and the garden project) at camp and at our Mosaik Support                    

Centre give opportunities to learn, share skills and expertise, work alongside volunteers, other residents and actively take                 

part in the local community. 

 

Team and structure 

After the EU – Turkey statement,we came to realise the need to            

set up a small team of paid staff in order to cope with the              

growing needs of refugees and locals. The founders - all          

volunteers - along with the small group of paid staff make up            

the core team of Lesvos Solidarity. In addition to our core           

team, we depend on a large group of international and local           

volunteers who help us with the day-to-day work in the camp.           

Active participation by residents, volunteers and team in the         

daily life in the camp is at the heart of what Pikpa is about.              

Every week the core team, the volunteers and Pikpa camp’s          

residents participate in different meetings to discuss and share         

ideas. 
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MOSAIK SUPPORT CENTRE 

Our Mosaik Support Centre started in July 2016 in         

collaboration with Borderline Europe, in response to the need         

for sustainable support structures for refugees and locals        

after the entry into force of the EU-Turkey deal. Mosaik is a            

beautiful meeting point for refugees and locals to interact         

and get together right in the center of Mytilini. 

 

Mosaik offers language classes (Greek, English, Farsi and        

Arabic), educational activities for children, computer classes,       

guitar lessons, yoga classes, literature workshops, human       

rights workshops, poetry nights, cinema screening, and has        

two choirs. 800 people from over 20 countries regularly         

attend activities. Mosaik also provides free psychosocial       

support and free legal support through the Lesvos Legal         

Centre which operates in its premises.  

 

VOCATIONAL WORKSHOPS – Safe Passage Bags and       

Humade Crafts 

With our vocational workshops we aim to build skills and          

knowledge; and create job opportunities for refugees and        

locals.  

One of our key integration and vocational projects is our Safe           

Passage Bags workshop, which started back in the summer of          

2015. This is an upcycling project where refugees and locals          

create bags out of lifejackets left on the shorelines in Lesvos,           

and used by refugees who crossed the Aegean Sea from          

Turkey. 

Due to the huge amount of plastic littering the beautiful          

beaches of the island, we felt the need to contribute to the            

effort to clean the beaches and find a way to recycle. Rather            
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than leaving the used life jackets buried in a landfill, we wanted to give them a new meaning, and generate a positive                      

reminder that ‘where there is a will there's a way’. The bag workshop gives people a chance to gain their dignity back. They                       

can make a living and support themselves by creating beautiful bags out of discarded objects.  

 

Our Humade Crafts upcycling workshop aims at sensitizing people on the environment, promoting creativity and inspiring                

recycling, processing and transformation of discarded materials. In the workshop we encourage participants to set their               

imagination free. Participants create unique handicrafts out of natural and discarded materials such as jewelry, wallets, bags,                 

lighting and other decorative objects. 

Our workshops are based at our Mosaik Support Centre.  
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ASKLIPIOS Clinic 

In July 2016, Lesvos Solidarity rented the ‘Asklipios’ building, an old abandoned clinic in Mytilini. Until recently Asklipios was                   

offered from Lesvos Solidarity to MSF (Doctors Without Borders) for mental health treatment to hundreds of refugees. Due to                   

the high number of attendees (more than 400 people) as well as MSF’s focus on drug addicts and severe psychiatric cases                     

MSF moved from Asklipios. MSF now have a bigger building to handle their caseload as well as implement the extra security                     

measures needed.  

 

Since February 2018, the building is now back to Lesvos Solidarity. We work hard with a team of local doctors and                     

psychologists to create a community clinic for psychosocial and medical support of chronic medical cases responding to the                  

needs of both refugees and locals.  

 

Part of the building (top floor) will be used to host LeSol’s admin offices (finance, fundraising, coordination) as well as events                     

and relevant to medical and mental health seminars offered for free to the refugees and local community of Lesvos Island                    

(ex. PFA (Psychological First Aid) Workshops, Women’s Health Care, Trauma in victims of torture, LeSol’s Team Supervision                 

etc). 
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Supporting us 

The work of Lesvos Solidarity depends on the support of volunteers and donations from private individuals, donors, and                  

NGOs. Diminishing international attention on the refugee situation in the Greek islands means increasing difficulties to secure                 

funding. If you are interested in supporting us please contact Chryssa fundraisingpikpa@gmail.com or Eika              

donationspikpa@gmail.com to find out what our current needs are for Pikpa camp, MOSAIK and Asklipios Clinic.  

 

Thank you for your time! 
For more details on our work please visit www.lesvossolidarity.org and follow us on social media: 

  

 
@pikpalesvos 

 

 

@lesvosolidarity 

 
@lesvossolidarity 
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